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The effect of interchannel crosstalk on array performance
Roy L. Streit
Naval Underwater Systems Center. New London, Connect;cutO6320

(Received 5 May 1987; accepted for publication 16July 1989)

It is shown that interchannel crosstalk can always be eliminated before the channel signals
enter the beamformer, provided crosstalk levels do not exceed a maximum permissible upper
bound and are known exactly. The crosstalk upper bound (in decibels) is shown to be - 20
log N, where N is the number of channels in the array. The beam pattern of a general array
with arbitrary crosstalk levels, steered in any direction, is derived. Sample beam patterns are
presented for arrays of 50 and 100 elements. Expected, or average, beam patterns are derived
for interchannel crosstalk coefficients modeled as statistically independent random variables. It
is shown that pointing error can occur when crosstalk has nonzero mean. It is also shown how
to correct for nonzero mean crosstalk before the signals enter the beam former, provided these
means are known.

PACS numbers: 43.60.Gk, 43.30. Yj, 43.88.Hz

INTRODUCTION cur in the steered direction. Pointing error thus contributes

Interchannel crosstalk is modeled throughout this pa- to target bearing estimation error. Examples indicate, how-
per as a multiple-input-multiple-output linear system. The ever, that ~int~ng error is probably not significant if the
inputs to this linear system are the array's sensor outputs, bound X.B IS satIsfied: .
while the system outputs are the inputs to the array beam- Section III of thIs paper de~lves th~ e~pected, or aver-
former. In Secs. I and II it is assumed that the transfer func- age, beam pattern of an array with the mdlvldual crosstalk
tion matrix H of the linear crosstalk system is known exact- coefficients (i.e., the components of the transfer function
Iy. The discussion in these two sections is simplified by matrix H) modeled as statistically independent random
presenting explicitly only the idealized case when crosstalk variables. It is shown that pointing error cannot occur in the
is both instantaneous and frequency independent; however, e.xpecte~ beam patte~, provided the ~ro~stalk between dis-
this simplified presentation in no way is a restriction on the tmct pairs of channels IS zero mean. Pomtmg error can occur
methods and results presented in these sections. A very dif- only when crosstalk is nonzero mean. It is shown how to
ferent crosstalk model is assumed for Sec. IlI. In this section correct for nonzero mean crosstalk before the signals enter
the components of the crosstalk transfer function matrix H the bea~former. .
are treated as random variables. Such a model is employed Section IV gIves several example beam patterns, and
not to suggest that crosstalk is truly a random system, but Sec. V briefly recapitulates the paper's conclusions. Appen-
rather to gain some rudimentary insight into the conse- dix A states Gershgorin's theorem that is used to derive the
quences of the lack of exact knowledge of the crosstalk trans- crosstalk bound ~B. Fin~lIy, using th.e crosstalk model ~f
fer function matrix H. Whether or not such a model is satis- Sec. IlI, AppendIx B denves the maXImum crosstalk van-
factory for the intended purpose depends on the particular a.nce allowed for a specified increase in the beam pattern
application. sldelobe level.

Section I of this paper shows that if the interchannel
crosstalk levels do not exceed XB = - 20 log N (in deci-
bels), then crosstalk can always be eliminated before the I. CROSSTALK BOUND

channel signals enter the beamformer. The crosstalk bound Let V n (1) denote the output voltage signal of the nth
XB should be interpreted as a theoretical worst case upper sensor of an N channel array. Let Un (I) denote this signal,
bound on crosstalk levels. This bound is especially important contaminated by crosstalk, at the input to the beamformer.
if adaptive beamforming is undertaken; that is, given statisti. Ideally, Un (I) = V n (1) when the effect of crosstalk between

cally independent array sensor outputs, statistical indepen- channels is negligible. If crosstalk cannot be ignored, then
dence of the beamformer input signals can be guaranteed if { Un (1)} is related to the voltage signals VI (1) ,..., V N (1) by

the crosstalk bound XB is satisfied. the linear relationships
Section II of this paper shows that, for a general array, N

crosstalk is theoretically equivalent to a channel shading Un (1) = Vn(1) + L HnkVk(1), for l<n<N, (I)
perturbation. An explicit expression for the beam pattern of : ~~
a general array, arbitrarily steered, with crosstalk is given.
As will be seen, satisfying the crosstalk bound XB does not where {Hnk} are real constants, independent of both time t
necessarily mean that sidelobe levels are not degraded. In and the signals {V n (1)}. For convenience, we define
addition, crosstalk almost always causes pointing error; that H kk = I for all k. Then, for all nand k, H"k V k (t) is the
is, the maximum response of the beam pattern need not oc- contribution to the nth beamformer input from the k th sen-
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soroutput, The units of the beam former inputs are not stated In practice. efforts are usually made to minimize cross-
in (I). It is convenient to suppose that Un (I) is a voltage. in talk by appropriate engineering means, We therefore assume
which case the coefficients {Hn, } are dimensionless, that the level of crosstalk between any pair of channels is

Mode! (I) assumes that no time delay exists between bounded; that is.
the sensor outputs and their communication to the beam- IH I<E all k ¥n. (4)
former. This assumption is very reasonable in practice. and it ...

has the important consequence that the crosstalk coeffi- for som~ con.stant E, As the complete crosst,alk exa~ple
cients {H.,} are all real. If some application requires non- s,hows.l~near Independence of the be~mformer Inputs. gIven
zero time delays. then it is more appropriate to develop a lI.nearl~ Independ~nt s~nsor outp~ts. I~ a very I~portant con-
model in the frequency domain. In that case. the coefficients ~Ideratlon to ke~p ~n mind ~ especially In adaptl~e beamfo~-
{Hn,} are complex and. possibly. frequency dependent. Ing) when specifYing the size of E. We ,now derIve a the~retl-
None of the results developed in this section depend on ~al upper bou~d. denoted XB.. which guarantees linear
{Hn.} being real constants; hence. they apply on a frequen- Independence of the bea~former Inputs ~henever crosstalk
cy-by-frequency basis in the frequency domain when cross- levels fall below XB. Equlvalent.ly. we derIve a ~rosstalk level
talk is modeled as a multiple-input-multiple-output linear XB. which guarantees that the Inverse of H exists no matter
system. what the actua.1 crossta!k coefficients H., are. so long as they

Model ( I ) does not require that the system which com- are not larger !n. magnitude tha~ XB. ,

municates the sensor outputs to the beam former conserve Gersh~onn s, theore~. applle~ to H (see Appe~dlx A)
power. It also does not require reciprocity' that is H need together wIth the inequalities (4) Imply that all the elgenval-
not equal H... However. the model doe~ assu~e th~t the ues A. of H satisfy the inequality

sensors are properly calibrated and have the same gain. IA. - II«N - I )E. (5)

Complete crosstalk is defined to be the special cas.e Since H is invertible if and only if H has no zero eigenvalues.
where the output voltage of each sensor makes equal contn- it follows that H is certainly invertible if
butions to every beam former input channel. Thus. when .
complete crosstalk occurs. all the coefficients H.. are equal (!'. - I)E < I.

to I. From (I ) it follows that or

Un (I) = f V,(I). all n. E<E",.,=I/(N-I), (6)
. c I This is a sufficient. but not necessary. condition for the exis-

In other words. regardless of the nature of the sensor out- tence of H -I. Inequality (6) is the crosstalk upper bound
puts. all beamformer input channels are identical. Complete mentioned above. The beam former inputs {Un (I)} are lin-
crosstalk is highly undesirable. early independent if and only if the matrix H is invertible

In matrix form. system (I) can be written (and. of course. the sensor outputs {Vn (I)} are linearly in-
UtI) = HV(I). (2) dependent). Taking 20 10g(Em.,) gives - 20 10g(N - I)

= - 20 log N = XB as the maximum allowed crosstalk lev-
where el (in decibels) between any two channels.

[ U~(I) ] [ V, (I) ] In some applications. the crosstalk matrix H may have
U,(I) V,(I) special structure. e.g.. H may be banded. or block diagonal.

UtI) = -: ,V(I) = -: ' or sparse, etc. Ifsuch structure is present, it may well mean
U . " that a less restrictive crosstalk bound than the bound XB

N (I) V II' (I) derived above is appropriate for the given array. Incorpora-

[ I HI~ ... HIN ] tionofanysuchspecialstructureforHintotheabovederiva- HI. . . H tion of XB is straightforward because of the generality of

H ~I 2N G h .. h h d h ' .
=.. ". ers gonn s t eorem; owever, we 0 not pursue t IS Issue

::: further here because of the many different possible struc-
HNI HN~ I tures for H.

If the matrix H is invertible. then we have Define E = H - 1, where 1 is the identify matrix. Thus

V(I) = H -I UtI). (3) E has a zero diagonal, but is otherwise identical ton. Gersh-
. , . gorin's theorem and assumptions (4) and (6) guarantee that

Therefore, crosstalk can ~e eliminated before the signals en- all the eigenvalues of E lie inside the unit circle in the com-
ter the be.amf~rmer by using (3) to recover the sensor o~tput plex plane. Since H = 1 + E and the eigenvalues of E are less
voltages If H IS known and the sensors are properly call bra- than I in magnitude, we can write
ted. The requirement that H - I exists is a critical assump-

tion. In the case of complete crosstalk. for example. the en- H - 1 = (1 + E) -I = i (- I )nE.
tries of H are identically I, and so H - I does not exist. It is n = 0 .
important to emphasize that eliminating crosstalk using (3) = 1 - E + E~ - E,1 + ",. (7)
requires a thorough understanding of the crosstalk mecha-
nism because every entry of the matrix H must be known =1 - E. (8)

with considerable accuracy to evaluate the inverse of H accu- Substituting (8) into (3) gives the potentially very useful

rately. approximation
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V(t)=(I-E)U(t), (9) \

B(t) = Lb.V.(t), (II)
Eliminating crosstalk using (9) is much more computation- . ,
ally efficient than using (3), The drawback is that (9) is only where
an approximation, whereas (3) holds exactly, [ I H ... H ]Using standard results concerning matrices, (9) gives b, 21 '" a,

the following estimate for the total squared difference be-
[ ~~] = H,~ I ... H,..2

[ a2 ] =H10' (12)

tween the true sensor output vector V(t) and the crosstalk: :: ;;

contaminated beamformer input vector U(t): b" H H ,.. 1 a.IN ZN ,.

f [U..(t) - V..(t)]2~ f IH...12 f U;(t). Thu~thebroa,dsidebeampatterno~aline,arraywithcross-
.. , ..,. , I .. - I talk IS an ordinary beam pattern with weights {b,,} whIch

are perturbations of the original weights {a..}.
This estimate is useful only when most of the crosstalk coef. In general, however, the time delays {T,,} are not zero,
ficients are zero, Nonetheless, a similar result can be shown to hold, The time

When is the calculation of H - , numerically accurate? If delay used for a channel located at position

the computer uses T> I significant digits. then a sufficient P.. = (x"' Y... z" ). when steered to form a beam in the direc-

condition for numerical stability is that the "condition num- tion of the unit vector u, is
ber"ofHnot exceed lOT, The condition number of His T.. = (P.."u)/c, (13)

defined to be .the ratio ~f its large~t to its smallest singuI,ar where c is the wave propagation velocity, To find the beam
v,alue, Assu~ln~ that,Hls d,lagonallzable (a n~t very restnc- pattern of this steered beam, we proceed as follows. Suppose
tlve assumptIon In this application), then the singular values U ' t I' t d I f d ' f '

" , a nI amp I u e pane wave 0 ra Ian requency lL/IS propa-
of H are precisely ,the elgen~alues of H In abs~lute val,ue gating from direction v, Note that v is unrelated to the
(Ref, 1,4.12.3). Since the eIgenvalues of H satisfy the In' ste d d ' re t ' ThI '

5 , , , ere I Clonu, en,
equa Ity ( ), the singular values lie In the closed interval
[1- (N-I)E.I + (N-I)E],Toensurenumericalstabil- V.(t) =exp[illJ(t+Il.)], all k. (14)
ity of H - I, we require where the time delay 11. is given by

I+(N-I)E<IOT, 11. = (P."v)/c, (IS)

I - (N - I)E The time required for a plane wave to propagate from sensor
Solving for Egives k tosensorjisthereforeill. -lljl,Becauseof(14).wehave

E --.!.-(~ ) '" !.-= V.(t-T,,) = exp[ilL/(t +11. -T,,)]. (16)
< N-I 101'+ I - N-I Em.,' Substituting (16) into (10) and taking the magnitude

This is the same condition (6) which guaranteed the exis- squared of both sides gives the squared amplitude of the
tence of H - " Thus numerical inversion of H is reliable if steered beamformed output:

E < Em.,. that is, if the crosstalk bound XB is satisfied. I .. ,.. 1 2

Itisstillnecessary,howeve~,toe~timatetheeffectof IB(t)12= ~ ~ a..H".exp[ilL/(Il.-T..)] .
crosstalk on the beam patterns, It IS possIble for the crosstalk . - , .. - I
bound XB to be satisfied and still have poor beam patterns, The right-hand side of this equation is independent of time,
Satisfying the bound XB does not guarantee satisfactory but it does depend on t~e plane-w~ve dir~ction v via (15),
beam patterns, as will be seen; it only guarantees that H - I Because of the assumptIon of a Unit amplitude plane wave,
exists, this function is the directional beam pattern, denoted here

F(v). Consequently,

II. BEAM PATTERNS I NN 1 2 , , F(v) = exp(ilL/Il.) a..H... exp( - ilL/T,,)

The beamformer output IS the weIghted delayed sum of .~I "~I

the channel outputs I N 1 2

N = L c. exp(ilLIll. ) , (17)
B(t)= L a..U..(t-T..), k-1

..~ I where
where {a..} are the channel weights, and {T..} are time de- [ ] [ I H'" H ] [ ( ' )]I d ' ' I db d " C, 21 NI a,exp -1lL/T,
ays correspon Ing to a partlcu ar steere earn Irectlon, .Substituti:t~ecross~alkeffectS(I)giVeS C;2 = ~'2 ~ ... H;2 a2eXP(;-I.lL/T2) .

B(t)- L a" L H...Vk(I-T,,) C", H'N H2N .,. I aNexp(-IlL/TN)
,,-I k~1 (18)

.. , '
= L L a"H".V.(t-T,,), (10) Ingeneral,then,crosstalkinasteeredarrayisequivalenttoa

. ~ I ,,~ I perturbation of the original weights {a,,} after they have

For a line array steered broadside, T" = 0 for all n, For this been phase shifted to steer a beam. Note that the matrix in
particular case, the summation on n can be done separately, (18) is the transpose of H,
giving The perturbation (18) involves both magnitude and
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phase effects, so that pointing error can occur when the time u'. = a. exp( - iluT. ), all k. (22)

delays T" are not all zero. Thus considering the special cases Then, ( 18) can be rewritten

of line and planar arrays, pointing error can arise in any of .,

the nonbroadside steered beams. In general non planar ar- c. = w. + L H".w" . (23)

rays, however, pointing error probably occurs in every "-.1

steered beam. Examples indicate that pointing error is not U .

(23) (20")~ d (21 ) .
. h Ik d XB . . fi d Sing" an , we can write

significant when t e crossta boun IS satls e ; none-

theless, the only way to be certain in any particular array is to E [c~ c:]

calculate the pointing error directly using (17) and (18). [( N )( N )]Note that (18) reduces to (12) if all the T,,'sare zero. =E w~+"}j:IH""w,, w:+m~IH:'jw:,

Note also that (18) reduces to the usual steered beam pat- "~,, m~~
tern if crosstalk is negligible. N - 1\' -

In the previous section it was pointed out that crosstalk = w"w: + w" L H:'jw:, + Wj* L H"kW"

can be eliminated before the signals enter the beamformer, :;; :;~'

provided the coefficients {H,,~ } are precisely known. How- N 1\'

ever, if the corrupted signals have already entered the beam + L L E[H"kH:'j]w"w:'

former, then crosstalk can still be eliminated by using (18) :;,,' :;;

to properly adjust thebeamformerweights. The use of beam- - * + (- ) * + * (-
). - . . . -W"w Wk c-w W C" -Wkformer weights W = D IH -IDa will result In the desired J J J J

weighting Da, where D is the diagonal matrix implicit in + f E [H H * ] W w*(18). Obviously, this is much less efficient than correcting "e I "k "J ""

for crosstalk before beamforming because W depends on the ,,* {kj}

steered direction u. = W c* + w~c - w~w + b' ~ ~ W w*
( 24

)"J J" J" kJ""-"k,,,,'

"el
III. EXPECTED BEAM PATTERNS ,,*k

. . where in the last equation b'kj is Kronecker's delta. For con-

The crosstalk coefficIents In (I) are all re~l; however, as venience we define for any weighting vector S = (SI,...,sN)'
was pointed out previously, they are complex In the frequen- N

cy domain if time delays exist in the crosstalk mechanism. G,(v) = L s" exp(iltJjl,,). (25)
Because of this possibility, and because greater generality k - I

causes no extra difficulty, in this section we model each The directional beam pattern with crosstalk is therefore,

crosst~kcoefficientl!"" as a complex random variable with from (23), IG,,(v)12, while the directional beam pattern

mean H"". Clearly, Hk" = I for all k. The time delays {T,,} without crosstalk is, from (22), IGw(v) 12. The expected

and the designed channel weights {a,,} are known and fixed; beam pattern is, from (17),

so taking the mean in (18) gives N 1\'

[ - ] [ Iii ... Ii ][ ( -' )] E[F(v)]=.I LE[c"cj*]exp[iltJ(jl,,-jlj)]' c, 21 NI a,exp IltJTI "-Ijel ~2 = ~'2 _: ... 1i~2 a2eXP(:-~ltJT2), Substituting (24) and using the notation (25) gives

cN H'N H2N ... 1 aNexp(-IltJTN) N N
(19) E[F(v)] = L L(WkCj+WjC" -Wj*Wk)

k-ljel

for the mean values {c,,} of the perturbed weights. It is im- N N

mediately evi~ent from (19) that if the crosstalk is zero Xexp[iltJ(jl" -Ill») + L L o:;.kW"W:

mean, that is, H". = 0 for k #n, then the perturbed weights k - ", - I

have mean values equal to the original weights phase shifted ".."

to steer a beam in the direction u. = G",(v)Gt(v) + G, (v)G:, (v) - rG", (v) 12

Equation (18) can be used to compute the mean value of II" ( II" )the beam pattern given a probabilistic model of the crosstalk. + L L 0:;." Iw,,12. (26)

The simplest model is to suppose that the random variables ,,- I ::~
{H "k } " *" are statistically independent, that is,

E[H"" H,":,J] =0, (20) Using the definition (25),notethat

whenever (n,k) # (m,j) and k #n andj#m.In (20), . de- II"

notes complex conjugates. It is not assumed that the cross- G, (v) = L c" exp(iltJjl,,)

talk coefficients are identically distributed; so we define the k - I -'

. N N
notation = L w" exp(iltJjlk) + L (ck - Wk )exp(iltJjlk)

E[H""H:,,] =0:;.", forallk,n. k-1 k=1

Inparticular,u"" =lbecauseH"" = 1 identically. For con- =Gw(v)+G,-w(v).

venience, let W = (WI"",WN)' where Substituting this identity into (26) gives the result
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E [F(v)] = IG... (v) 12 + 2 Re[ G... (v)G c* (v)] discussion which is relevant here, even though neither dis-

N ( N ) , cuss crosstalk.
+ L L ul.. Iw.I-. (27)

.=1 .~I IV. EXAMPLES
.~.

It is important to notice that the only way the middle term on As an example of the effect of crosstalk on beam pat-
the right-hand side of (27) can be identically zero is ifc = w. terns, consider an equispaced line array with N = 50 omni-

As was pointed out above, c = wifand only if the crosstalk is directional sensors spaced notionally I m apart. The design
zero mean, that is, iI.. = 0 for k ",n. Since crosstalk is not weights {a.} are Taylor weights fora - 30-dBsidelobe level
zero mean in general, (27) cannot be further simplified. (with the number ii of controlled nulls set equal to 5). Cross-

The other two terms in (27) also have important inter- talk between any pair of channels is assumed to be such that
pretations. The first term on the right-hand side of (27) is the coefficients {H.k} are all real and positive. These con-
the directional beam pattern free of crosstalk. The third term stants are selected from a uniform pseudorandom distribu-
in (27) is a positive constant independent of u and the tionontheinterval [O,E],whereEischosen to correspond to
steered direction v, as can be seen from the definition (22) of a specified maximum crosstalk level. Thus iI.k = E/2 and is
w. Thus, with zero mean crosstalk, the middle term of (27) not zero mean. The crosstalk bound, XB, is - 34 dB in this
is zero; so the expected beam pattern cannot have nulls. With case. Figure I(a)-(d) shows the broadside beam patterns
nonzero mean crosstalk, it is possible, though unlikely, that for a maximum crosstalk level of - 74, - 54, - 34, and
the middle term may be sufficiently negative so that - 24 dB, respectively. By inspection, crosstalk of - 74 dB

E[F(v)] has nulls. In no case, however, can E[F(v)] be has virtually no impact on the beam pattern [see Fig. I (a)],
negative. while a crosstalk level of - 54 dB, a full 20 dB below the

Equation (27) can be used to derive an upper bound on crosstalk bound XB ~ - 34 dB, raises the peak sidelobes by
the maximum crosstalk variance to guarantee that the side- about I dB [see Fig. I (b)]. When the crosstalk is equal to
lobe level of the expected beam pattern does not increase the upper bound of - 34 dB, the beam pattern is significant-
more than a specified amount. See Appendix B for the case of Iy perturbed and has a peak sidelobe about 8 dB above the
zero mean identically distributed H... design sidelobe level of - 30 dB [see Fig. I (c)]. When

1t is also clear from (27) that the expected beam pattern crosstalk reaches - 24 dB, the peak sidelobe is 13 dB above
cannot have pointing error when the crosstalk is zero mean. the design level [see Fig. I (d) ].
In other words, the expected maximum response occurs We point out that the largest individual perturbation of
when v equals the steered direction u, or the original Taylor weights is 0.9%, 8.6%, 60%, and III %

in the cases corresponding to Fig. I (a)-(d), respectively.
max E [F(v)] = E [F(u)] , (28) The percentage perturbation was calculated after normaliz-

. . . . .. ing the Taylor weights and the perturbed weights to sum to
with zero mean crosstalk. Pointing errors can only anse In one.
the expected beam pattern when the crosstalk is not zero Other realizations of the crosstalk matrix H have been
mean. . . computed, but are not presented here. They reinforce the

It IS deslr~ble to correct for nonzero mean ~rosstalk lev- fundamental point that, for this 50-element array, crosstalk
~Is ~for.e the signals enter the beamformer. Taking the mean levels should be kept below - 54 dB, or 20 dB below
In ( ) gives XB ~ - 34 dB. The question of whether or not this obser-

IiI ..1 <E . vation remains true for larger values of N naturally arises.
Requiring the crosstalk upper bound (6) to hold implies Con~ider, then, a 1000sensor equispaced array with I-m
that 1i - I exists. Thus we can write spacing between sensors and Taylor shaded for - 3O-dB

- -I sidelobes (with n = 10 controlled nulls). For crosstalk lev-
Q(t) = H U(t) . (29) els of - 70, - 60, - 50, and - 40 dB, the beam patterns

Using the vector Q(t) as the beamformer input vector re- are shown in Fig. 2(a)-(d), respectively. The largest indi-
suIts in beamformer input channels with zero mean cross- vidual weight perturbation was 2.1 %,6.4%,18%, and 45%,
talk. The reason is that the correction (29) modifies the respectively. The crosstalk bound XB is -40dB.Examina-
original model (2), which becomes instead tion of these figures shows that crosstalk levels should be

(t) - iI - 1 HV - H V kept below - 60 dB, or again 20 dB below the upper bound
Q - (t) - e" (t). (30) XB. Evidently, therefore, the crosstalk should always be

,=Iearly, the effective crosstalk matrix He" is such that kept 20 dB below the bound XB to prevent significant beam
He" = /. In other words, He" has entries that are zero mean pattern degradation.
on the off-diagonal and unit mean on the main diagonal. The Expected beam patterns for these examples are not pre-
remarks immediately following (3) concerning the use of sented for two reasons. First, as was pointed out previously,
the inverse of H are directly applicable here for the use of the it is desirable to correct nonzero mean crosstalk to zero mean
invers~ of iI. [using (30) ] before the signals enter the beamfo~er to pre-

When the crosstalk coefficients are modeled as a joint vent pointing error. The examples here are not zero mean.
Gaussian distribution, so that they are not statistically inde- Second, assuming zero mean crosstalk, then (27) clearly
pendent, expected beam patterns can still be derived. The shows that the expected beam pattern is the crosstalk-free
interested reader is referred to Refs. 2 and 3 for a general beam pattern plus a constant term. The expected beam pat-
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FIG. 1. Broadside beam pallerns for SO-sensor array crosstalk levels: (a) = - 74 dB, (b) = - 54 dB. (c) = - 34 dB. and (d) = - 24 dB-

terns for these examples, after correcting the crosstalk to pointing error is not significant. The one exceptional beam
zero mean, are merely the appropriate Taylor beam patterns suggests, however, that certain realizations of the crosstalk
with an appropriate constant tenD (independent of angle) coefficients might possibly result in surprisingly large point-
added; hence, no nulls appear in the expected beam patterns. ing error even when the bound XB is satisifed.
Examples of this kind are given in Ref. 2.

The pointing error was determined for the above 100
sensor line array when the maximum crosstalk level was set V. CONCLUSION

equal to the bound XB = - 40 dB. Beams were steered A maximum pennissible level of crosstalk in an array of
from broadside to endfire in one degree increments, and the arbitrary geometric configuration has been presented. Also,
pointing error detennined by direct numerical calculation the beam pattern of an arbitrary array with arbitrary cross-
using (17) and (18). The pointing error in all but one beam talk, steered in any direction, has been derived.
was found to be within::!: 0.005 deg of the steered direction. Crosstalk can result in pointing error when steering the
The exceptional beam had pointing error of - 0.14 deg. If array, an effect of considerable importance. When a random

the crosstalk coefficients are fixed once and for all, then variable model of crosstalk is appropriate, it is worthwhile in
pointing error is a smoothly varying function of steering an- practice to correct for nonzero mean crosstalk before the
gle. In these calculations, however, different crosstalk coeffi- signals enter the beamfonner. If this is done, particular real-
cients were calculated for different beams; this explains the izations of the crosstalk coefficients may still result in array
one exceptional beam. One tentative conclusion in this ex- pointing error, but the expected pointing error is zero be-
ample is that, as long as the crosstalk bound XB is satisfied, cause the expected beam patterns do not have pointing error.
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APPENDIX B: MAXIMUM CROSSTALK VARIANCE FOR
APPENDIX A: GERSHGORIN'S THEOREM SPECIFIED SIDELOBE LEVEL

Gershgorin's theorem defines a closed set in the cOm- Attention in this Appendix is restricted to the case
plex z plane within which all the eigenvalues of a general w.he~e the cr~sstalk coefficients Hnk' n #k, are identically
complex valued matrix must lie. Let A = [aij] denote a giv- dlst~buted wIth zero mean and common variance u2. It is
en n X n matrix. Define requIred to find the largest possible value of IT for a specified

N maximum increase in the sidelobe level of the expected beam
ri = L laijl, i= l,...,n. pattern (27). Let the sidelobe level of the crosstalk-free

j- t beam pattern G(v) be denoted
j"iThen, the eigenvalues of A lie in the region of the complex z LG = B 01 A 0 ,

plane consisting of the union of all the closed disks: where B is the level of the response of I G( v) I when v lies in
Iz- aiil<ri, i= I,...,n. (AI) thesideloberegime, and A is the responseofIG(v)1 when v

equals the steered direction u. Thus '

A proof can be found in many places, for example, Ref. 1, p. N
146. If the main diagonal of A is constant, that is, ail = a for A =

I L w. l . (BI)
all i, then the disks are concentric. It follows that the eigen- . = I

values of A lie in the closed disk: From (27), we have in this case
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E[F(v)]=IG(v)12+(N-I)aU'o", (B2) 0"<0.000822,

where or, taking 10 log of both sides,

= ~ I 12 (B3 20 10g(0') < - 31 dB. (B8)
aU' """ W. . )

.~ I On the other hand, if 10 log t.2 = 2 dB, then (B7) gives in-
Therefore, the sidelobe level of the expected beam pattern stead

may be written 2010g(0')<-27.3dB. (B9)
Lx = B 2 + (N - I )au,u2. (84) Interestingly, (B8) and (B9) are independent of N in this

A 2 + (N - I )au'u2 case because of the assumption of constant weights.
We seek the largest value of 0' for which The bound (B7) on the maximum crosstalk variance is

2 more strict when the array is shaded (that is, W. #const)
10 log Lx -IOlogLG<IOlog(t.), (B5) thanwhenitisunshaded(w. = constant). The proof of this

where 10 log(t.2) is the specified level (in decibels) that the fact follows from the conditions for equality in the Cauchy-
expected beam pattern sidelobes are allowed to increase. Schwartz inequality.

Equivalently,
!:.!-= 1 + (N-l)awu2/B2<t.2. (B6)

LG 1 + (N-l)awu2/A2

Solving for u2 gives

-2 t.2-1 LG II,~-I w.12u-<N11 L t.2 I,N I 12' (B7) 'M. MarcusandH. Minc.ASuroeyofMorrix Theory and Motrix [nequol-
- - G.-I W. ities (Prindle. Weber. and Schmidt. Boslon. 1964).

.. . .. 'A. H. Nullall. Effects of Random Shadings, Phosing Errors, and Elemenr
whIch IS the desIred relatIonship. It holds only for zero mean failures on Healn Parterns of Linear and Planor Arrays. NUSC Technical
and identical variance crosstalk coefficients. Reporl 6191. Naval Underwater Syslems Center. New London, CT, 14

If 10 log t.2 = 1 dB 10 log L = - 25 dB and identi- March 1980.
. 'G .' . 'D. J. Ramsdale and R A. Howerton. "Effect of Element Failure and Ran-

cal weIghts W. = constant #0, then (B7) gIves approxl- dom Errors in Amplitude and Phase on Ihe Sidelobe Levels Attainable
mately with a Linear Array," J Acoust Soc. Am. 68. 901-906 (1980).
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